Freddie Mac Announces Additional Initial Interest$^\text{SM}$ PC Prefixes
June 16, 2008

Beginning June 16, 2008, Freddie Mac will issue Initial Interest$^\text{SM}$ Gold PCs under the following prefixes:

- H3: 10/20 Initial Interest, SafeStep Mortgages$^\text{SM}$
- V2: 5/25 Initial Interest
- V3: 5/25 Initial Interest, various prepayment penalties
- V4: 5/10 Initial Interest
- V5: 5/10 Initial Interest, various prepayment penalties

Initial Interest mortgages will be eligible to back Freddie Mac Giant PCs issued under the following prefixes:

- H39000 – H39999: 10/20 Initial Interest, SafeStep Mortgages
- V29000 – V29999: 5/25 Initial Interest
- V39000 – V39999: 5/25 Initial Interest, various prepayment penalties
- V49000 – V49999: 5/10 Initial Interest
- V59000 – V59999: 5/10 Initial Interest, various prepayment penalties

Please contact Investor Inquiry at (800) 336-3672 or Investor_Inquiry@FreddieMac.com if you have any questions.